Abstract. In this paper, by taking a Frenet curve lying on a parametric or implicit hypersurface and using the extended Darboux frame field of this curve, we give a new method for calculating the shape operator's matrix of the hypersurface depending on the extended Darboux frame curvatures. This new method enables us to obtain the Gaussian and mean curvatures of the hypersurface depending on the geodesic torsions of the curve and the normal curvatures of the hypersurface.
Introduction
In differential geometry, the shape of a geometric object (curve, surface, etc.) has always been a point of interest. In Euclidean space, along a space curve we have only one direction to move. This direction is determined by the tangent vector of the curve. The curvature of the curve measures the rate of change of its tangent vector, and together with the torsion of the curve they give us some information to its shape. However, along a surface we have different directions to move. These directions constitute a plane at a point, called the tangent plane of the surface at that point. When we move along a given direction, the tangent plane and thereby the normal vector of this plane, that is, the unit normal vector of the surface will change its direction except for some special cases. It is well-known that the rate of change of the unit normal vector of a surface has been measured by the shape operator. That's why computing the shape operator of a surface is important in surface theory. The calculation of the shape operator of a surface in Euclidean 3-space is well-known [3, 4] . The shape operator's matrix of a surface can be expressed by depending on the first and second fundamental form coefficients of the surface by using the Weingarten equations [3] .
In this paper, we give a method which enables us to compute the shape operator of a hypersurface in Euclidean 4-space. We consider a Frenet curve lying on a hypersurface, and use the extended Darboux frame of the Frenet curve in Euclidean 4-space while constructing this new method. Our method includes two cases in which one can obtain directly the shape operator's matrix of a hypersurface along a Frenet curve. The elements of obtained new matrix are composed of the geodesic torsions of first and second order of the curve and the normal curvatures of the hypersurface.
Preliminaries
Definition 2.1. Let M be an orientable hypersurface with the unit normal vector field N. The shape operator
Definition 2.2. Let M be an orientable hypersurface in E 4 and P be a point of M. Then K(P) = det S P and H(P) = 1 3 trace(S P ) are called the Gaussian and the mean curvatures of M at P, respectively, [5] . Definition 2.3. Let M be an orientable hypersurface in E 4 , P be a point of M, and X P ∈ T P (M). The normal curvature at P of M in the direction of X P is defined by κ n (X P ) = S(X P ), X P X P , X P , [3] . w i e i is defined by the vector [7] u ⊗ v ⊗ w = , and satisfies the following properties: . Then, the unit normal vector field of M is given by
Moreover, since the curve β(s) lies on M, we may write β(s) = R u 1 (s), u 2 (s), u 3 (s) . Then we have
where
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The extended Darboux frame(ED-frame) field in E 4
Let M ⊂ E 4 be an orientable hypersurface and β : I ⊂ R → M be a Frenet curve in Euclidean 4-space E 4 . Let T and N denote the unit tangent vector field of the curve β and the unit normal vector field of M restricted to the curve β, respectively. Then the extended Darboux frame (ED-frame) field along β is denoted by {T, E, D, N} [2] , where
and
The differential equations for ED-frame field have the form
where κ i and τ i are the geodesic curvature and the geodesic torsion of order i, (i = 1, 2), respectively [2] .
Shape Operator's Matrix of a Hypersurface
Let us consider an orientable hypersurface M in 4-dimensional Euclidean space and take a Frenet curve β(s) lying on this hypersurface. Let us denote the extended Darboux frame field along β with {T, E, D, N}. It is obvious from the definition that {T, E, D} constitutes a basis for χ(M) along β. Our aim is now to obtain the matrix of the shape operator along the curve and to give the Gaussian and the mean curvatures of the hypersurface depending on the geodesic torsions of first and second order of the curve and the normal curvatures in the directions of E, D and E + D of the hypersurface for each case.
Case 1
Proposition 3.1. Let M be an orientable hypersurface, β be a Frenet curve lying on M, and {T, E, D, N} denotes the ED-frame field of β. Then, the shape operator's matrix of M along β with respect to the basis {T, E, D} is obtained by
Proof. Let
Then, we obtain
On the other hand, we may write
Thus, we have
Substituting the obtained results into (8), we find the shape operator's matrix S as desired.
The computations of κ n (T), τ 1 and τ 2 are known for not only parametric hypersurfaces [6] but also for implicit hypersurfaces [2] in Euclidean 4-space. To make the matrix of the shape operator in the Proposition 3.1 understandable, we now show how the normal curvatures in the directions of E, D and E + D can be obtained for both parametric and implicit hypersurfaces. Lemma 3.2. Let M be an orientable hypersurface given by R(u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ) and β(s) = R(u 1 (s), u 2 (s), u 3 (s)) be a Frenet curve lying on M. Denoting the ED-frame field of β by {T, E, D, N}, the normal curvature of M in the direction of T is (also in Case 2) given by [6] κ n (T) = 3 i, j=1 h i j u i u j , where h ij = R ij , N , (1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3), denotes the second fundamental form coefficients of M. Lemma 3.3. Let M be an orientable hypersurface given by R(u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ), and β(s) = R(u 1 (s), u 2 (s), u 3 (s)) be a Frenet curve with its ED-frame field {T, E, D, N}. Then, the normal curvature of M in the direction of E is found as
i,j,k=1,2,3 (cyclic), 
h i j u i u j Proof. We may write
Taking the scalar product both hand sides of (12) with R j , j = 1, 2, 3, we obtain the linear equations
ij a i . These equations constitute a linear system which has nonzero coefficients determinant
By solving this system, we find the scalars a i as
. If we use (5) and (3), we get
Since κ n (E) = S(E), E , using Lemma 3.2, the normal curvature of M in the direction of E is obtained as desired.
Lemma 3.4. Let M be an orientable hypersurface given by R(u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ) and β(s) = R(u 1 (s), u 2 (s), u 3 (s)) be a Frenet curve lying on M. Denoting the ED-frame field of β by {T, E, D, N}, the normal curvature of M in the direction of D is obtained by
Proof.
Then, using (2), we find A i as given in (14). So, Lemma 3.2 yields the desired normal curvature.
Lemma 3.5. Let M be an orientable hypersurface given by R(u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ), and β(s) = R(u 1 (s), u 2 (s), u 3 (s)) be a Frenet curve with the ED-frame field {T, E, D, N} lying on M. Then, the normal curvature of M in the direction of E + D is given by
where B i = a i + A i .
Proof. We may write
Lemma 3.6. Let M : f (x, y, z, w) = 0 be an orientable hypersurface and β(s) be a Frenet curve lying on M. Denoting the ED-frame field of β by {T, E, D, N}, the normal curvature of M in the direction of T is given by [2] κ n (
where H f denotes the Hessian of f .
Lemma 3.7. Let M : f (x, y, z, w) = 0 be an orientable hypersurface, β(s) be a Frenet curve lying on M and {T, E, D, N} denotes the ED-frame field of β. Then the normal curvature of M in the direction of E is obtained by
Proof. If we substitute N = ∇ f ||∇ f || into (5), and use (4), we find
Then, the desired result is obtained from Lemma 3.6.
Lemma 3.8. Let M : f (x, y, z, w) = 0 be an orientable hypersurface and {T, E, D, N} denotes the ED-frame field of the Frenet curve β(s) = (β 1 (s), β 2 (s), β 3 (s), β 4 (s)) lying on M. Then, the normal curvature of M in the direction of D is found as
where Φ = [φ 1 φ 2 φ 3 φ 4 ]. Then, the normal curvature of M in the direction of D follows from Lemma 3.6.
Lemma 3.9. Let M : f (x, y, z, w) = 0 be an orientable hypersurface, β(s) be a Frenet curve lying on M and {T, E, D, N} denotes the ED-frame field of β. Then the normal curvature of M in the direction of E + D is obtained by
Proof. The result can be seen by using (16) and (17).
Case 2
The proofs of the following results can be done similar to the proofs given in Case 1.
Proposition 3.10. Let M be an orientable hypersurface, β be a Frenet curve lying on M, and {T, E, D, N} denotes the ED-frame field of β. Then, the shape operator's matrix of M along β with respect to the basis {T, E, D} is found as
Lemma 3.11. Let M be an orientable hypersurface given by R(u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ), and β(s) = R(u 1 (s), u 2 (s), u 3 (s)) be a Frenet curve with its ED-frame field {T, E, D, N}. Then, the normal curvature of M in the direction of E is given by κ n (E) = where A i is as given in (14), and R j , E is as given in (19).
